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Abstract: This paper further investigates Laplacian simplices. A construction by Braun
and the first author associates to a simple connected graph G a simplex PG whose vertices are
the rows of the Laplacian matrix of G. In this paper we associate to a reflexive PG a duality-
preserving linear code CpPGq. This new perspective allows us to build upon previous results
relating graphical properties of G to properties of the polytope PG. In particular, we make
progress towards a graphical characterization of reflexive PG using techniques from Ehrhart
theory. We provide a systematic investigation of CpPGq for cycles, complete graphs, and graphs
with a prime number of vertices. We construct an asymptotically good family of MDS codes.
In addition, we show that any rational rate is achievable by such construction.
Keywords: lattice polytope, Ehrhart theory, Laplacian simplex, linear codes, duality.
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1 Introduction
Laplacian simplices were introduced by Braun and the first author in [5] as a way to associate
a polytope to a simple connected graph G through its Laplacian matrix. This construction is
analogous to that of the edge polytope, the convex hull of the columns of the unsigned vertex-
edge incidence matrix of a graph, which has been studied in detail over the past several decades;
see [15, 18, 21, 22]. Properties of the Laplacian simplex associated to G, denoted PG, are
directly related to properties of G. For instance, the normalized volume of PG is equal to the
product of the number of vertices and the number of spanning trees of G [5, Prop. 3.4]. Certain
families of graphs exhibit certain behaviors of PG. For example, if G is a tree or complete
graph, then PG is reflexive and satisfies the integer decomposition property. In the case of a
cycle, PG is reflexive if and only if the cycle has an odd number of vertices. The interplay
between the graphical structure of G and the geometric structure of PG has already produced
interesting results related to reflexivity, the h˚-vector, and the integer decomposition property of
the polytope [5]. A natural generalization of PG is examined in [1], by considering the Laplacian
simplex associated to a digraph D. Certain families of these Laplacian polytopes are realized
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as q-simplices and weighted projective spaces. Thus, although recently introduced, Laplacian
simplices are combinatorial objects with interesting connections to other families of simplices.
This paper extends the initial investigation of PG through the lens of coding theory. The
use of lattice polytopes to generate linear codes is a recently developed technique. Batyrev
and Hofscheier first used linear codes when classifying lattice simplices with a specific binomial
h˚-polynomials. They associate the additive group of lattice points in the fundamental par-
allelepiped with a multiplicative group from which yields a linear code [3]. This technique is
also used in [10] as a tool in the characterization of lattice simplices with palindromic trinomial
h˚-polynomial. We apply this technique to Laplacian simplices. By examining the lattice points
in the fundamental parallelepiped, i.e. codewords, we improve results pertaining to reflexivity,
duality, the Ehrhart polynomial, unimodality, and constructions of reflexive Laplacian simplices.
Our contribution is twofold: an extension of known results of PG found in [5] and an analysis
of codes arising from reflexive PG. In Section 2, we introduce lattice polytopes and highlight
fundamental techniques from Ehrhart theory that will be frequently used throughout the paper.
This is followed by a brief description of basic notions in coding theory over integer residue
rings. In Section 3, we start with a general introduction to Laplacian simplices and an outline of
our approach to study lattice points in the fundamental parallelepiped, denoted ΠpPGq. Then
we consider only PG which are reflexive. We provide a vertex description of the dual of a
Laplacian simplex and rediscover a known characterization of reflexive PG. The lattice points in
the fundamental parallelepiped of a Laplacian simplex have a particularly nice structure. This
allows us to associate to a reflexive PG a linear code CpPGq over integer residue rings. We show
that this association preserves duality, that is, lattice points in the fundamental parallelepiped
of the dual simplex correspond to the dual of CpPGq. The latter half of Section 3 presents graph
operations on G which preserve the reflexivity of PG. We classify ΠpPGq for whiskered graphs,
denoted WpGq, and bridges of graphs. Whenever PG is reflexive, we show the h
˚-polynomial of
PWpGq can be written in terms of that of PG. The operation of whiskering the whiskers of WpGq
is generalized to reveal further reflexive families. Next we consider a new construction of starring
the whiskers of a whiskered complete graph. The resulting simplex is reflexive, and we classify
its fundamental parallelepiped lattice points. Finally we show the bridge of two graphs on the
same vertex set whose Laplacian simplices are reflexive yields a reflexive Laplacian simplex,
an extension of [5, Thm. 3.14]. This result generalizes to include bridges of any number of
graphs. In Section 4, we provide an analysis of the linear codes associated to families of reflexive
Laplacian simplices. We pay special attention to simple connected graphs with a prime number
of vertices. Among other results, we show that starring the whiskers of a whiskered complete
graph yields asymptotically good linear codes. We end the paper with some conclusions and
future research.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Basic Notions of Lattice Polytopes
A polytope P is the convex hull of finitely many points tv1, . . . ,vnu Ă R
d, that is
P “ conv pv1, . . . ,vnq “
#
nÿ
i“1
λivi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
λi “ 1, λi ě 0
+
, (2.1)
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and vi’s are the vertices of P. We focus exclusively on lattice polytopes, i.e. polytopes whose
vertices have integer entries. The dimension of P is the dimension of the affine space
aff pPq :“ tp` αpp1 ´ pq | p,p1 P P, α P Ru Ą P.
We will think of a point p P Rd as a row2 vector. If n “ d ` 1 and dimP “ d then P is
called a d-simplex. In other words, the convex hull of d ` 1 points in Rd is a d-simplex if it is
full-dimensional. We stack the vertices of P as the rows of a matrix V P Znˆd, called the vertex
matrix of P. Thus, P is a convex subset of the row space of the vertex matrix. For this reason
(2.1) is called the vertex description of P. For a matrixM we will denote conv pMq Ă rs pMq the
convex hull of the rows of M . For any permutation matrix P we have conv pMq “ conv pPMq
and thus any relabeling of the vertices does not affect the polytope. In this context, relabeling
the vertices corresponds to permuting the rows of the vertex matrix. Two lattice polytopes
P “ conv pv1, . . . ,vnq and P
1 “ conv pv1
1
, . . . ,v1nq are unimodularly equivalent if there exists an
invertible matrix U P GLdpZq and a vector b P Z
d such that v1i “ viU`b. Consequently, results
for P also hold for unimodularly equivalent P 1. Every polytope has a vertex description as well
as a hyperplane description, i.e, writing P as the intersection of finitely many hyperplanes. In
particular, we can always write P “ tx P Rd | AxT ď bTu.
Remark 2.1. Let Ai denote the i
th row of A. To prove P “ tx P Rd | AxT ď bu is the
hyperplane description of the lattice simplex P “ conv pv1, . . . ,vd`1q, it suffices to show that
for each vi,
Aivi
T ă bi and Ajvi “ bj for all j ‰ i P rd` 1s.
The class of lattice polytopes we consider will be full-dimensional simplices containing the
origin in their interior. The dual polytope of a full-dimensional polytope P which contains 0 P Rd
is
P
_
:“ tx P Rd | xyT ď 1 for all y P Pu .
Remark 2.2. The vertex description of a polytope yields a hyperplane description of its dual
polytope. If P “ conv pv1, . . . ,vnq with 0 P P, then we write
P
_
“ tx P Rd | V xT ď 1u,
where tviu
n
i“1 are the rows of V ; see [23, Thm. 2.11].
Regarding symmetry, reflexive polytopes are a particularly interesting family of polytopes.
A lattice polytope P is called reflexive if it contains the origin in its interior, and its dual P
_
is
a lattice polytope. Consequently, reflexive polytopes arise in pairs; P is reflexive iff P
_
is. From
the description of P
_
given in Remark 2.2, it follows that P “ conv pv1, . . . ,vnq is reflexive iff
we can write P “ tx P Rd | AxT ď 1u for some integer matrix A.
We count the number of lattice points in the tth dilate of P, written tP :“ ttp | p P Pu
for some t P Zą0, with the function LPptq :“ |tP X Z
d|. It is shown that LPptq is a polynomial
of degree d “ dimpPq and is referred to as the Ehrhart polynomial of P [8]. Note that two
unimodularly equivalent polytopes have identical Ehrhart polynomials. The generating function
2Row vectors are handier because we will often append a 1 to our vectors. Also row vectors are customary in
coding theory.
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of the Ehrhart polynomial is called the Ehrhart series. It is well-known [4] that the Ehrhart
series of a lattice polytope is a rational function of the form
EhrPpzq “ 1`
ÿ
tě1
LPptqz
t “
h˚dz
d ` h˚d´1z
d´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` h˚
1
z ` h˚
0
p1´ zqd`1
where the numerator h˚dz
d`h˚d´1z
d´1`¨ ¨ ¨`h˚
1
z`h˚
0
is a polynomial of degree at most d “ dimpPq
with nonnegative integer coefficients and h˚
0
“ 1. This is called the h˚-polynomial of P and is
an important invariant as it conveys much information about P. The leading coefficient h˚d is
the number of interior lattice points of P, and the linear coefficient h˚
1
is |P X Zd| ´ d ´ 1.
The sum
řd
i“0 h
˚
i is the normalized volume of P, denoted by VolpPq; it is equal to d! times
the usual Euclidean volume of P. We extract the coefficients to form the h˚-vector of P,
h˚pPq :“ ph˚
0
, h˚
1
, . . . , h˚dq. For the case of symmetric h
˚-vectors, Hibi established the following
connection to reflexive polytopes.
Theorem 2.3 ([9]). A d-dimensional lattice polytope P Ă Rd containing the origin in its interior
is reflexive if and only if h˚pPq satisfies h˚i “ h
˚
d´i for 0 ď i ď t
d
2
u.
A vector x “ px0, x1, . . . , xnq is unimodal if there exists a j P rns such that xi ď xi`1 for
all 0 ď i ă j and xk ě xk`1 for all j ď k ă n. The cause of unimodality among h
˚-vectors
is unknown but of much interest. A long standing conjecture asserts that being reflexive and
satisfying the integer decomposition property, see [19], is a sufficient condition for a lattice
polytope to have a unimodal h˚-vector. In [20], the author provides explicit construction of
reflexive lattice polytopes with non-unimodal h˚-vectors. However, it is unknown whether or
not IDP alone is a sufficient condition for unimodality.
Simplices play a special role in Ehrhart theory, as there is an alternative and practical
method for computing their h˚-vectors. The cone over P “ conv pv1, . . . ,vnq is defined as
conepPq “
#
nÿ
i“1
λipvi, 1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ λi ě 0
+
Ď Rd`1,
where pvi, 1q is the vertex vi P P Ă R
d with an appended 1. The fundamental parallelepiped of
P is the subset of conepPq defined by
ΠpPq :“
#
nÿ
i“1
λipvi, 1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 0 ď λi ă 1
+
.
Lemma 2.4 ([4]). Given a lattice simplex P “ conv pv1, . . . ,vd`1q, we have
h˚i pPq “ |ΠpPq X tx P Z
d`1 | xd`1 “ iu|.
Further,
řd
i“0 h
˚
i pPq “ |ΠpPq X Z
d`1| “ VolpPq, which is also equal to the determinant of the
matrix whose ith row is given by pvi, 1q.
In [3], Batyrev and Hofscheier introduce a connection between lattice simplices, finite abelian
groups, and coding theory. We build on this work in the context of Laplacian simplices. To a
simplex P “ conv pv1, . . . ,vd`1q we associate a finite abelian subgroup of pQ{Zq
d`1. The main
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idea is to keep track of the linear combinations of vertices which yield fundamental parallelepiped
points. Define
ΛpPq :“
#
λ “ pλ1, . . . , λd`1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ d`1ÿ
i“1
λipvi, 1q P ΠpPq X Z
d`1
+
. (2.2)
Since P is a lattice polytope, for λ P ΛpPq we have λi P Q X r0, 1q. Thus addition modulo Z in
ΛpPq is given by
pλ1, . . . , λd`1q ` pλ
1
1, . . . , λ
1
d`1q “ ptλ1 ` λ
1
1u, . . . , tλd`1 ` λ
1
d`1uq, (2.3)
where t‚u denotes the fractional part of a number. It follows directly by the definition that
|ΛpPq| “ |ΠpPq X Zd`1| “ VolpPq. (2.4)
For λ P ΛpPq the quantity htpλq :“
řd`1
i λi P Z is called the height of λ whereas supp pλq :“
ti | λi ‰ 0u is called the support of λ. Then, Lemma 2.4 reads as
h˚i pPq “ |tλ P ΛpPq | htpλq “ iu|, (2.5)
and the reader will verify that
htpλq ` htp´λq “ |supp pλq|. (2.6)
Equation (2.6) constitutes an obvious connection with coding theory.
2.2 Basic Notions in Coding Theory
For natural numbers m and n, denote Zm :“ Z{mZ the integer residue ring modulo m and Z
n
m
the direct product of n copies of Zm. A submodule C Ă Z
n
m is called linear code of length n over
Zm. Elements of C are called codewords and Zm is called the alphabet. The Hamming weight of
a codeword c “ pc1, . . . , cnq is given by
wtHpcq :“ |supp pcq|, (2.7)
where again supp pcq “ ti | ci ‰ 0u. The minimum distance of C is then given by
distpCq :“ mintwtHpcq | c P C ´ t0uu. (2.8)
Next, the dual code of C is given by
C
K :“ tx P Znm | x ¨ c “ 0 for all c P Cu, (2.9)
where x ¨ c “ xcT “
řn
i“1 xici is the standard dot product in Z
n
m. We say C is self-orthogonal
(resp., self-dual) if C Ď CK (resp., C “ CK).
The following easily verifiable result will be a crucial counting tool.
Remark 2.5. Let C Ď Znm be a linear code. Then C
K – Znm{C. As a consequence |C| ¨ |C
K| “
|Znm| “ m
n.
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Two linear codes C, C1 are called monomially equivalent if there exist a permutation σ P
Sn and units ui P Z
˚
n such that for all c “ pc1, . . . , cnq P C we have pu1cσp1q, . . . , uncσpnqq P
C1. If ui “ 1 for all i then C and C
1 are called permutation equivalent. C is called cyclic if
pcn, c1, c2 . . . , cn´1q P C for all c P C.
Remark 2.6. If m “ p is a prime then Znp is an Zp-vector space of dimension n. Let C Ď Z
n
p
be linear code of dimension k, and let tc1, . . . , cku be a basis of C. Then C is the rowspace of
the matrix A whose ith row is ci. Such a matrix is called generating matrix. A full-dimensional
matrix H such that GHT “ 0 is called parity-check matrix. By performing row and column
operations we can bring A into the form rIk | A
1s. Such a matrix is said to be in standard form.
Then C1 :“ rs rIk | A
1s is monomially equivalent with C. If C “ rs rIk | As then it follows by
Remark 2.5 that CK “ rs r´AT | In´ks. When m is not a prime the arithmetic depends on
the prime factorization of m and thus the notion of a generating matrix and the existence of
a generating matrix in “standard” form becomes less obvious. However, if m “ pℓ is a prime
power, it is possible to write a generating matrix in standard form. For the details we refer the
reader to [7], and to [17] for a more general approach.
As bypassed in the remark above, working with linear codes over Zm (or over any finite ring)
requires linear algebra over rings. The standard references on this topic are [16, 6]. Although
Zm has zero divisors in general, many standard results from linear algebra over fields still remain
true (like Remark 2.5 above), which make the theory of linear codes over rings quite rich. Later
on we will make use of the following.
Remark 2.7. Let A P Znˆn be a square matrix. View A as the Z-module homomorphism A :
Znm ÝÑ Z
n
m, x ÞÝÑ xA. Then kerA, imA Ď Z
n
m are linear codes over Zm. It is straightforward
to see that Znm “ kerA ‘ imA and pkerAq
K “ im pATq. Then Remark 2.5 implies | kerA| “
| kerpATq| and |imA| “ |im pATq|.
The rate of a linear code C, denoted ratepCq, is the ratio logmp|C|q{n. If C is free of rank k
then we of course have logmp|C|q “ k and thus ratepCq “ k{n. Let Ci Ď Z
ni
mi
be a family of linear
codes. We say that the family tCiu is asymptotically good if
lim
iÑ8
ratepCiq and lim
iÑ8
distpCiq
ni
(2.10)
exist and are nonzero. Otherwise we say that the family tCiu is asymptotically bad. We refer
to the limit values (if they exist) as the rate of the family tCiu and as the minimum distance
of the family tCiu respectively. We point out here that the above notions differ from standard
asymptotic considerations in the sense that the alphabet size is not constant.
The following upper bound on the minimum distance, called the Singleton Bound, is well-
known [13]:
distpCq ď n´ logmp|C|q ` 1. (2.11)
If (2.11) holds with equality then C is called a Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code. We
will be mostly focusing on the case m “ p prime for which we have the following practical
method to compute the minimum distance.
Theorem 2.8. Let H be a parity-check matrix of a k-dimensional linear code C Ď Znp . Then
distpCq “ d iff the minimal number of linearly dependent columns of H is d. In particular, C is
MDS iff H has n´ k` 1 linearly dependent columns and every n´ k columns of H are linearly
independent.
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3 Reflexive Laplacian Simplices
Let G be a simple connected graph with vertex set V pGq :“ rns “ t1, . . . , nu and edge set EpGq.
The Laplacian matrix of G, denoted LG, is the difference of the degree matrix and the t0, 1u-
adjacency matrix of G. Consequently, LG has rows and columns indexed by rns with entries
aii “ deg i, aij “ ´1 if ti, ju P EpGq, and 0 otherwise. Let τpGq denote the number of spanning
trees of G. For the cycle graph with n vertices, τpCnq “ n. For the complete graph with n
vertices, τpKnq “ n
n´2 using Cayley’s formula. When there is no ambiguity we will denote the
Laplacian matrix of G by L and the number of spanning trees by τ .
Notation 3.1. We often refer to a submatrix of LG defined by restricting to specified rows
and columns. For S, T Ď rns, define LGpS | T q to be the matrix with rows from LG indexed
by rnszS and columns from L indexed by rnszT . For ease of notation, we define LGpiq to be
the matrix obtained by deleting the ith column of LG, that is, LGpiq :“ LpH | iq P Z
nˆpn´1q.
Finally, rLGpiq | 1s P Z
nˆn is the matrix LGpiq with an appended column of 1
1.
The following properties of the Laplacian matrix are well-known. For details we refer the
reader to [2].
Theorem 3.2. The Laplacian matrix LG of a connected graph G with vertex set rns satisfies
the following:
(1) LG P Z
nˆn is symmetric, and thus diagonalizable.
(2) Each row and column sum of LG is 0. In particular, rkpLGq “ n´ 1.
(3) kerR LG “ x1y and imRLG “ x1y
K, where we view LG as the linear map x ÞÝÑ xL and the
perp denotes the standard orthogonal complement.
(4) (The Matrix-tree Theorem [11]). τpGq equals the product of nonzero eigenvalues of LG di-
vided by n. As a consequence, any cofactor of LG is equal to τpGq.
Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.2(4) shows that the pi, nq-cofactor of rLpnq | 1s for each i P rns is
equal to the pi, nq-cofactor of L, which is τpGq. Consequently, det rLpnq | 1s “
řn
i“1 Cin “ nτpGq
where Cin is the pi, nq-cofactor of rLpnq | 1s.
Definition/Proposition 3.4 ([5]). Let G be a simple connected graph. The lattice polytope
PG, i :“ conv pLpiqq is a simplex in R
n´1. For any i ‰ j we have that PG, i and PG, j are
unimodularly equivalent. We call PG :“ PG, n the Laplacian simplex associated to the graph G.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2(3) we have that PG, i is indeed a simplex in R
n´1. By making use of
Theorem 3.2(2) it is easy to find U P GLn´1pZq that yields the equivalence of PG, i and PG, j .
Theorem 3.5 ([5]). The Laplacian simplex PG satisfies the following properties.
(1) PG has normalized volume equal to nτpGq.
(2) PG contains the origin in its interior.
(3) For each 0 ď k ď n ´ 1 we have k
n
1 P ΛpPGq, which in turn implies h
˚
i pPGq ě 1 for all
0 ď i ď n´ 1.
1The length of 1 will be clear from context. Note that, with a slight abuse of notation, we use 1 both as a
row and as a column vector.
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Theorem 3.6. Let G be a simple connected graph on n vertices with τ spanning trees. Then
ΛpPGq “
! x
nτ
ˇˇˇ
x P Zn, 0 ď xi ă nτ, x ¨ rLpnq | 1s ” 0 mod nτ
)
. (3.1)
Proof. We show the forward containment. The reverse containment is similar. Let λ P ΛpPGq.
Then λ ¨ rLpnq | 1s “: pλ P Z
n. Cramer’s rule implies λ takes the form
1 ą λi “
xi
det rLpnq | 1s
“
xi
nτ
, (3.2)
where xi “ det prLpnq | 1spi,pλqq P Zě0 and rLpnq | 1spi,pλq is the matrix obtained by replacing
the ith row of rLpnq | 1s by pλ. Put x “ px1, . . . , xnq. Then (3.2) implies 0 ď xi ă nτ as well as
x ¨ rLpnq | 1s ” 0 mod nτ .
Remark 3.7. Theorem 3.6 constitutes a useful tool for computing ΛpPGq. Indeed, combining
(2.4) and Theorem 3.5(1) we have |ΛpPGq| “ nτ . Thus, all we need to do for determining ΛpPGq
is to find the nτ -many vectors x that satisfy 0 ď xi ă nτ and
x ¨ rLpnq | 1s ” 0 mod nτ . (3.3)
Now consider rLpnq | 1s P Znˆn as a Z-module homomorphism Znnτ ÝÑ Z
n
nτ as in Remark 2.7.
Then, Theorem 3.6 implies
ker rLpnq | 1s “
!
x
ˇˇˇ x
nτ
P ΛpPGq
)
. (3.4)
In particular we have | ker rLpnq | 1s| “ nτ , which is not a priori clear. Indeed, since detrLpnq |
1s “ nτ ” 0modnτ , all we know is that | kerrLpnq | 1s| ě nτ . Recall also from Remark 3.3 that
the pi, nq-cofactors of rLpnq | 1s are τ , and of course τ is a zero divisor in Znτ . On the other
hand, there is no other information about the rest of the cofactors. To wrap it up, (3.4) says that
ΛpPGq is completely determined by kerrLpnq | 1s. As mentioned in Remark 2.7, kerrLpnq | 1s is
a linear code over Znτ .
Remark 3.8. Let P “ conv pV q and P 1 “ conv pV 1q be the vertex description of two Laplacian
simplices in Rn´1. By Theorem 3.5(2) they contain the origin in their interior. Thus P and
P 1 are unimodularly equivalent iff exists U P GLn´1pZq such that V
1 “ V U . Making use of
Remark 3.7 and the argument therein with the kernel of the Z-linear map rLpnq | 1s, it follows2
that ΛpPq “ ΛpP 1q. In particular, if L is the Laplacian matrix of G then ΛpPG, iq “ ΛpPGq
and kerrLpiq | 1s “ kerrLpnq | 1s for any i P rns. In other words, ΛpPGq is an invariant of the
equivalence class of PG. It follows that for any λ P ΛpPGq we have λ ¨ L P Z
n.
For the remainder of the paper, we narrow our focus to reflexive Laplacian simplices. This
restriction forces the associated linear code to be duality-preserving. Before we define the linear
code, however, we establish properties of reflexive PG.
Theorem 3.9. Let PG be the Laplacian simplex associated to G. Let L :“ LG be its Laplacian
matrix. The vertex matrix V of the dual polytope P
_
G satisfies ´τV “ Cpnq, where C is the
cofactor matrix of rLpnq | 1s. In addition, the nth column of C is τ1.
2Note that U is invertible modulo n for any n, and thus kerrV 1 | 1s “ kerrV | 1s.
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With a slight abuse of notation, we will write ˘τ rV | 1s “ C to have lighter notation for
future use. At any rate, the sign will be irrelevant for our purposes.
Proof of Theorem 3.9. Recall from Remark 2.2 the hyperplane description of the dual simplex
is given by P
_
G “ tx P R
n´1 | LpnqxT ď 1u. Since the first minors of Lpnq are nonzero, each
vertex of P
_
G is the intersection of pn´ 1q hyperplanes. For each i P rns, let vi be the vertex of
P
_
G which satisfies Lpi | nqvi
T “ 1. Reindex the rows of Lpi | nq in increasing order by rn ´ 1s.
Then
vi “ Lpi | nq
´1 ¨ 1 “
1
detLpi | nq
C¯T ¨ 1 “
p´1qi`n
τ
˜
n´1ÿ
k“1
C¯k1,
n´1ÿ
k“1
C¯k2, . . . ,
n´1ÿ
k“1
C¯kpn´1q
¸
,
where C¯ is the cofactor matrix of Lpi | nq. These tviu
n
i“1 form the rows of the matrix V . Then
the ijth entry of τV is
τVij “ p´1q
i`n
n´1ÿ
k“1
p´1qk`j detLpi, k | j, nq.
Now consider the cofactor matrix C of rLpnq | 1s. For j ‰ n, we have
Cij “ p´1q
i`j det prLpnq | 1spi | jqq
“ p´1qi`j
n´1ÿ
k“1
p´1qk`pn´1q detLpi, k | j, nq
“ ´τVij ,
where det prLpnq | 1spi | jqq is computed by cofactor expansion along the last column of 1. For
j “ n, we have Cin “ p´1q
i`n detLpi | nq “ τ by the Matrix-tree Theorem. l
Applying the above result to the very definition of a reflexive polytope we obtain the fol-
lowing; see also [5, Thm. 3.7].
Corollary 3.10. The Laplacian simplex PG is reflexive iff τ divides every cofactor of rLpnq | 1s.
This characterization of reflexive Laplacian simplices yields an improvement of the descrip-
tion of ΛpPGq from Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.11. Let G be a simple connected graph with n vertices such that the associated
PG is reflexive. Then
ΛpPGq “
!x
n
ˇˇˇ
x P Zn, 0 ď xi ă n, x ¨ rLpnq | 1s ” 0 mod n
)
.
Proof. For λ P ΛpPGq, we have λ ¨ rLpnq | 1s “: pλ P Z
n. Then
λ “ pλ ¨ rLpnq | 1s
´1 “
pλ
nτ
¨ CT (3.5)
where CT is the transpose of the cofactor matrix of rLpnq | 1s. By Theorem 3.9, each entry of
C is a multiple of τ . Thus τ cancels out in (3.5).
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Theorem 3.11 enables us to associate to a reflexive PG a duality-preserving linear code.
Definition 3.12. Let G be a simple connected graph with n vertices such that the associated
PG is reflexive. The submodule
CpPGq :“ kerrLpnq | 1s “ tx | x{n P ΛpPGqu Ď Z
n
n
is called the linear code associated to the reflexive Laplacian simplex PG.
Remark 3.13. Note that one can associate a linear code over Znτ of length n and cardinality
nτ to any Laplacian simplex PG. However, in this case the linear code will have an extremely
low rate of 1{nτ . If PG is reflexive then ratepCpPGqq “ lognpnτq{n. Thus graphs with a high
number of spanning trees and reflexive associated Laplacian simplices yield linear codes with
high rate. For instance, the Laplacian simplex associated to the complete graph on n vertices
Kn is reflexive by Theorem 4.6. Since τpKnq “ n
n´2 we conclude that
lim
nÑ8
ratepCpPKnqq “ lim
nÑ8
n´ 1
n
“ 1.
However, as we will see, distpCpPKnqq “ 2, and thus the family tCpPKnqu is asymptotically bad.
Excessive spanning trees of course will yield a low minimum distance. A similar scenario holds
for graphs with a low number of spanning trees. The families tCpPTnqu and tCpPCnqu associated
to trees and cycles are asymptotically bad because, as we will see, though distpCpPTnqq “ n and
distpCpPCnqq “ n´1 we have ratepCpPTnqq “ 1{n and ratepCpPCnqq “ 2{n. So the ultimate goal
must be to keep a balance between the number of spanning trees and the minimum distance.
In addition to the reasons mentioned in Remark 3.13, reflexive Laplacian simplices produce
a nice duality relation, which we discuss next. Note first that the dual of a reflexive Laplacian
simplex, though reflexive, is not Laplacian in general. See Theorem 4.8 for an example where
P
_
G is a Laplacian simplex. Despite this, we have the following.
Theorem 3.14. Let G be a simple connected graph with n vertices such that the associated
PG is reflexive. Then
ΛpP
_
Gq “
!x
n
ˇˇˇ
x P CpPGq
K
)
. (3.6)
Proof. Note first by Remark 2.7 we have CpPGq
K “ pkerrLpnq | 1sqK “ im prLpnq | 1sTq. Thus
x P CpPGq
K iff there exists z P Znn such that x “ zrLpnq | 1s
T. As usual, let C be the cofactor
matrix of rLpnq | 1s. As such, C satisfies rLpnq | 1sT ¨ C “ nτIn. Thus xC “ nτz. This along
with Theorem 3.9 yield
x
n
rV | 1s “ ˘
x
nτ
C P Zn, (3.7)
where V is the vertex matrix of P
_
G. We have shown “Ě” in (3.6). Next, by Remark 2.5 we have
|CpPGq
K| “ nn{|CpPGq| “ n
n´1{τ . Thus
|ΛpP
_
Gq| “ |detprV | 1sq| “ |det
ˆ
˘
1
τ
C
˙
| “
1
τn
¨
pnτqn
nτ
“ |CpPGq
K| ,
and equality in (3.6) follows.
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Remark 3.15. Note the proof of Theorem 3.14 shows VolpP
_
Gq “ n
n´1{τ regardless of whether
PG is reflexive or not. Once again we focus on reflexive PG in light of the duality (3.6).
Throughout the paper we have been dealing with finite abelian groups, and thus it is worth
mentioning how their rich duality theory relates to our specific case. Let A be a finite abelian
group. Then pA :“ homZpA,Q{Zq is called the Pontryagin dual of A. For a subgroup B ď A we
denote B˝ :“ tf P pA | fpbq “ 0 for all b P Bu. It is well-known that pA – A and B˝ –zA{B.
Remark 3.16. Denote Λn :“ tx{n | x P Z
n
nu. With addition as in (2.3), Λn becomes a finite
abelian group of pQ{Zqn. Let G be a simple connected graph with n vertices such that the
associated PG is reflexive. Then Theorem 3.11 implies ΛpPGq ď Λn is a subgroup. Clearly, the
map
Znn ÝÑ Λn, x ÞÝÑ x{n,
is an isomorphism of groups that maps CpPGq to ΛpPGq. Then, combining Theorem 3.14 and
Remark 2.5 we obtain
ΛpPGq
˝ – {Λn{ΛpPGq – Znn{CpPGq – CpPGqK – ΛpP_Gq.
3.1 Graph Operations
This section explores graph operations on G which preserve the reflexivity of PG. In [5], the
authors present whiskering and bridging of graphs that satisfy certain conditions as behaving
nicely with reflexive Laplacian simplices. Here we lift these conditions to improve their results
by considering the group ΛpPGq for these constructions on G. We also present new graph
constructions which preserve the reflexivity of PG.
Definition 3.17. To whisker a graph G is to attach an edge and vertex to each existing vertex
in G. Let WpGq denote whiskered graph of G. If V pGq “ t1, . . . nu, then V pWpGqq “ V pGq Y
t1` n, . . . , n` nu and EpWpGqq “ EpGq Y ti, i` nuni“1.
The simplex PWpGq satisfies dimPWpGq “ 2 dimPG, since we are doubling the number of
vertices. It is known [5, Prop. 5.6] that if PG is reflexive, then PWpGq is reflexive. The structure
of ΛpPWpGqq in terms of ΛpPGq is given below.
Theorem 3.18. Let G be a graph with vertex set rns such that PG is reflexive. Let L P Z
2nˆ2n
be the Laplacian matrix of WpGq. Then the lattice points in ΠpPWpGqq are of the form"
pλ, λq ¨ rLpnq | 1s,
ˆ
pλ, λq `
1
2n
1
˙
¨ rLpnq | 1s
ˇˇˇˇ
λ P ΛpPGq
*
. (3.8)
Here the nth column of L is deleted to make use of LGpnq.
Proof. The Laplacian matrix of WpGq is of the form
L :“
ˆ
LG ` In ´In
´In In
˙
,
where LG is the Laplacian matrix of G. When considering λ ¨rLpnq | 1s P Z
2n, the last n columns
of Lpnq yield λi “ λi`n for each i P rns. Now let λ P ΛpPGq. If λ ¨ LGpnq “: pλ P Z
n´1, then
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pλ, λq ¨ rLpnq | 1s “ ppλ,0
n, 2 htpλqq P Z2n, which is in ΠpPWpGqq. Further, pλ, λq `
1
2n
1 ¨ rLpnq |
1s “ ppλ,0
n, 2 htpλq ` 1q P Z2n. This is in ΠpPWpGqq because pλ, λq `
1
2n
1 has entries λi which
satisfy 0 ď λi ď
n´1
n
` 1
2n
“ 2n´1
n
ă 1.
It is left to show (3.8) contains all the lattice points in ΠpPWpGqq. Let τpGq be the number of
spanning trees of G. Then |tpλ, λq | λ P ΛpPGqu| “ nτpGq, which implies (3.8) contains 2nτpGq
lattice points. This equals |ΠpPWpGqq X Z
2n| “ 2nτpWpGqq, as computed from Theorem 3.5(1)
along with the observation τpGq “ τpWpGqq.
Corollary 3.19. The Laplacian simplex PWpGq such that PG is reflexive has h
˚-polynomial of
the form
h˚PWpGqpzq “ p1` zqh
˚
PG
pz2q
where h˚
PG
pzq is the h˚-polynomial of PG.
Proof. Recall from Lemma 2.4, h˚j pPWpGqq “ |ΠpPWpGqqX tp P Z
2n | p2n “ ju|. Then for each i,
0 ď i ď n´ 1,
h˚2ipPWpGqq “ |tpλ, λq | λ P ΛpPGq,htpλq “ iu| “ h
˚
2i`1pPWpGqq
by Theorem 3.18. Then the h˚-polynomial of the Laplacian simplex associated to the whiskered
graph is h˚
PWpGq
pzq “ h˚
PG
pz2q ` zh˚
PG
pz2q.
Corollary 3.20. h˚pPWpGqq is unimodal if and only if h
˚pPGq is unimodal.
Remark 3.21. The result in Theorem 3.18 can extend to reveal further families of reflexive
simplices. Let W2pGq be the graph obtained from WpGq by whiskering the whiskers. In general,
let WkpGq be the graph on pk ` 1qn vertices obtained from Wk´1pGq. Notice W1pGq “ WpGq
and τpWkpGqq “ τpGq for k ě 1. The following additional results are straightforward to show.
(1) If PG is reflexive, then PWkpGq is reflexive for k ě 1.
(2) For reflexive PG, the lattice points in ΠpPWkpGqq arise from
ΛpPWkpGqq “
$&%pλ, λ, . . . , λloooomoooon
k`1
q `
i
pk ` 1qn
1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ λ P ΛpPGq, i “ 0, 1, . . . , k
,.- .
(3) If PG is reflexive, then PWkpGq has h
˚-polynomial of the form
h˚PWkpGq
pzq “ h˚PGpz
k`1q
kÿ
d“0
zd.
(4) h˚pPWkpGqq is unimodal iff h
˚pPGq is unimodal.
Remark 3.22. Although PCn is not reflexive for even n [5, Thm. 5.1], PWpCnq is reflexive [5,
Prop. 5.4]. Thus, whiskering G not only preserves the reflexivity of PG but it can also be used
to create a graph with a reflexive Laplacian simplex.
The next family of reflexive Laplacian simplices we consider yield linear codes of odd length.
The associated graphs are an extension of whiskered complete graphs.
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Definition 3.23. Define W˚pKnq to be the graph obtained from the whiskered complete graph
by starring an additional vertex with all the whiskers in WpKnq. Thus |V pW
˚pKnqq| “ 2n ` 1
and |EpW˚pKnqq| “ |EpWpKnqq| ` n.
Lemma 3.24. τpW˚pKnqq “ p2n` 1q
n´1.
Proof. First, note the Laplacian matrix of the complete graph on n vertices is of the form
LKn “ nIn ´ Jn P Z
nˆn (3.9)
where Jn is the n ˆ n matrix of all ones. Set G :“ W
˚pKnq. It is straightforward to see that
the Laplacian matrix of G is of the form
LG :“
¨˝
LKn ` In ´In 0
T
´In 2In ´1
0 ´1 n
‚˛P Zp2n`1qˆp2n`1q (3.10)
with LKn defined in (3.9). By Theorem 3.2(5), τpGq equals any cofactor of LG. We compute
the p2n` 1, 2n ` 1q cofactor. Namely,
τpGq “ p´1q4n`2 det
ˆ
LKn ` In ´In
´In 2In
˙
“ det
ˆ
LKn In
´In 2In
˙
“ detp2LKn ` Inq.
By Theorem 3.2(1), 2LKn is diagonalizable. In addition, it is well-known that the eigenvalues of
LKn are 1 with multiplicity 1 and n with multiplicity n´1. Thus the eigenvalues of 2LKn`In are
0 with multiplicity 1 and 2n` 1 with multiplicity n´ 1. This yields τpW˚pKnqq “ detp2LKn `
Inq “ p2n` 1q
n´1.
Theorem 3.25. The Laplacian simplex PW˚pKnq is reflexive for all n ě 3.
Proof. The claim is PW˚pKnq “ tx P R
2n | AxT ď 1u, where A is an integer matrix of the form
A “
¨˝
´Jn ´ 2In ´In
Jn ´ In Jn ´ pn`1qIn
3 ¨ 1 2 ¨ 1
‚˛P Zp2n`1qˆ2n,
and Jn is the n ˆ n matrix of all ones. By Remark 2.1, it is sufficient to show each vertex of
PW˚pKnq “ conv pv1, . . . ,v2n`1q satisfies Api | Hqvi
T “ 1 and Aivi
T ă 1, where Ai is the i
th
row of A. Recall vi is the i
th row of LGp2n ` 1q, where LG is given above in (3.10). Then we
consider
A ¨ LGp2n ` 1q
T “
¨˝
´Jn ´ 2In ´In
Jn ´ In Jn ´ pn`1qIn
3 ¨ 1 2 ¨ 1
‚˛ˆLKn ` In ´In 0
´In 2In ´1
˙
“ J2n`1 ´ p2n ` 1qI2n`1,
which shows the claim. Since A is the vertex matrix of P
_
W˚pKnq
, the result follows.
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Remark 3.26. To guarantee reflexivity, the construction in Definition 3.23 applies specifically
to complete graphs. This boils down to the fact that PKn has maximum volume among all
Laplacian simplices associated to simple connected graphs with n vertices. For instance, consider
PC5 , which is reflexive by Theorem 4.4. Then one computes
h˚pPW˚pC5qq “ p1, 1, 16, 156, 1491, 3831, 3771, 1176, 126, 1, 1q,
which in turn implies that PW˚pC5q is not reflexive.
Theorem 3.27. Let G :“W˚pKnq. Then
1
2n`1x P ΛpPGq iff the following hold:
(1) 0 ď xi ď 2n.
(2) For each n`1 ď i ď 2n there exists ki P Z such that xi “ pn`1qxn´i´
řn
j“1 xj´p2n`1qki.
(3) For each j P rns there exists mj P Z such that x2n`1 “ 2xj`n ´ xj ´ p2n ` 1qmj .
Note that the conditions above come from solving xLGp2n ` 1q ” 0 (where LG is as in
(3.10)). This system of linear modular equations has n free variables, which we conveniently
pick to be the first n. That is, xi P t0, . . . , 2nu for i P rns, and for n ` 1 ď i ď 2n ` 1, xi is
uniquely determined by the first n of xi’s.
Proof of Theorem 3.27. We show x ¨ rLGp2n ` 1q | 1s ” 0 mod p2n ` 1q for LG defined in
(3.10) iff x satisfies the above equations. Let ci denote the i
th column of LG. Fix txiu
n
i“1 P
t0, 1, . . . , 2nu. Then for each i P rns, x ¨ci ” 0 mod p2n` 1q implies that there exists ℓi P Z such
that
xi`n “ pn` 1qxi ´
nÿ
j“1
xj ´ p2n ` 1qℓi, (3.11)
and 0 ď xi`n ď 2n. Also for each i P rns,x ¨ ci`n ” 0 mod p2n ` 1q implies there exists mi P Z
such that
x2n`1 “ 2xi`n ´ xi ´ p2n ` 1qmi, (3.12)
and 0 ď x2n`1 ď 2n. Observe x2n`1 satisfies
x2n`1 “ p2n ` 1qxi ´ 2
nÿ
j“1
xj ´ p2n` 1qp2ℓi ´miq ”
˜
´2
nÿ
j“1
xj
¸
mod p2n ` 1q. (3.13)
Set x2n`1 to be the unique integer that satisfies 0 ď x2n`1 ď 2n and (3.13). Now it is left to
check x ¨ 1 ” 0 mod p2n` 1q. We have
x ¨ 1 “
2n`1ÿ
i“1
xi
“
nÿ
i“1
xi `
nÿ
i“1
˜
pn` 1qxi ´
nÿ
j“1
xj ´ p2n ` 1qℓi
¸
` x2n`1
” p1` n` 1´ n´ 2q
nÿ
j“1
xj ´ p2n` 1q
nÿ
i“1
ℓi mod p2n ` 1q
” 0 mod p2n ` 1q.
It is left to show these are all the vectors in ΛpPGq. For each i P rns, there are 2n` 1 choices for
xi. The coordinates xi`n and x2n`1 are uniquely determined by the above equivalences. Then
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the number of x that satisfy Theorem 3.27 is p2n` 1qn. Indeed, using Lemma 3.24 we see this
is equal to |ΛpPGq| “ VolpPGq “ p2n ` 1q
n as computed from Theorem 3.5(1). l
Remark 3.28. Similar to Remark 3.28, the result in Theorem 3.27 can extend to reveal further
families of reflexive simplices when we consider W˚k pKnq, the graph on pk`1qn`1 vertices with
WkpKnq defined in Remark 3.28. The following can be shown.
(1) The simplex PW˚
k
pKnq is reflexive for all k ě 1.
(2) τpW˚k pKnqq “ ppk ` 1qn ` 1q
n´1.
(3) The description of ΛpPW˚
k
pKnqq is similar to Theorem 3.27. Each λ “
x
pk`1qn`1 P ΛpPW˚k pKnq
q
is uniquely determined by any choice of the coordinates xi P t0, . . . , pk ` 1qnu for i P rns.
The next graphical construction we consider is attaching two graphs together with an edge
to form a bridge.
Definition 3.29. Let G and G1 be graphs with vertex set rns. The bridge between G and G1,
denoted BpG,G1q, is the graphs with vertex set V pGqYV pG1q and edge set EpGqYEpG1qYti, ju
where i P V pGq and j P V pG1q.
The resulting simplex satisfies dimPBpG,G1q “ dimPG ` dimPG1 . We consider the bridge of
two graphs with the same number of vertices and present a sufficient condition for the bridge to
produce a reflexive Laplacian simplex.
Theorem 3.30. Let G1 and G2 be graphs with vertex set rns such that PG1 and PG2 are
reflexive. The lattice points in ΠpPBpG1,G2qq are of the form
pλ1, λ2q ¨ rLp2nq | 1s (3.14)
where λ1 P ΛpPG1q, λ
2 P ΛpPG2q, λ
1
n “ λ
2
n, and of the formˆ
pλ1, λ2q `
1
2n
1
˙
¨ rLp2nq | 1s (3.15)
with λ1, λ2 as above.
Proof. Label the vertices of BpG1, G2q with r2ns such that vertex n P V pG1q is bridged with
vertex 2n P V pG2q. Let L1, L2 be the Laplacian matrices of G1, G2. The Laplacian matrix of
BpG1, G2q takes the form
Lp2nq “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
L1pnq c 0
0 c L2pnq
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚
where cT P Z2n is of the form pc1, 0, . . . , 0loomoon
n
qT ` p0, . . . , 0, 1loooomoooon
n
, 0, . . . , 0,´1looooomooooon
n
qT and c1T P Zn is the nth
column of L1. The claim is that (3.14) is of the form
pλ1, λ2q ¨ rLp2nq | 1s “
¨˚
˝λ1 ¨ L1lomon
n
, λ2 ¨ L2pnqloooomoooon
n´1
,
nÿ
i“1
pλ1i ` λ
2
i q
‹˛‚P ΠpPBpG1,G2qq X Z2n.
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First observe the last coordinate is an integer since λ1 P ΛpPG1q and λ
2 P ΛpPG2q. This also
shows λ1 ¨ L1pnq, λ2 ¨ L2pnq P Zn. Finally, λ1n “ λ
2
n implies pλ
1, λ2q ¨ c “ λ1 ¨ c1. This is an integer
because λ1 ¨ L1 P Zn from Remark 3.8. This shows the claim.
Since the entries of each column of Lp2nq sum to 0, the first 2n ´ 1 coordinates of (3.15)
are equal to the first 2n ´ 1 coordinates of (3.14), which are integer. The last coordinate of
(3.15) is
řn
i“1
`
λ1i ` λ
2
i `
1
n
˘
P Z. Finally, λ “ pλ1, λ2q ` 1
2n
1 P ΛpPBpG1,G2qq since λ satisfies
0 ă λi ď
n´1
n
` 1
2n
“ 2n´1
2n
for each i P r2ns.
Let τ 1, τ2 be the number of spanning trees of G1, G2. The number of lattice points that
(3.14) yields is
|tpλ1, λ2q P ΛpPG1q ˆ ΛpPG2q | λ
1
n “ λ
2
nu| “
|ΛpPG1q| ¨ |ΛpPG2q|
n
“ nτ 1τ2,
where the first equality follows from the fact that for any Laplacian simplex PG, 1{n P ΛpPGq.
Moreover, (3.15) yields nτ 1τ2 additional lattice points as there is a clear bijection between lattice
points of (3.14) and lattice points of (3.15).
It is left to show these are all the lattice points in ΠpPBpG1,G2qq. Indeed, the number of
spanning trees of BpG1, G2q is equal to τ 1τ2. Thus |ΠpPBpG1,G2qqXZ
2n| “ VolpPBpG1,G2qq “ 2nτ
1τ2
from Theorem 3.5(1).
Lemma 3.31. Let G be a graph with vertex set rns such that PG is reflexive. The map
f : ΛpPGq ÝÑ ΛpPGq, λ ÞÝÑ
n´ 1
n
1´ λ,
is bijective. Clearly, htpλq “ i iff htpfpλqq “ n ´ 1 ´ i. As an immediate consequence, the
restriction fi : tλ P ΛpPGq | htpλq “ iu ÝÑ tλ P ΛpPGq | htpλq “ n´ 1´ iu is bijective
3 for each
i, 0 ď i ď n´ 1.
Proof. For λ P ΛpPGq set rλ :“ fpλq. We only need to show that rλ P ΛpPpGq. To that end,
observe that λ ¨ rLpnq | 1s “ pλ P Z
n implies rλ ¨ rLpnq | 1s “ p0, . . . , 0, n ´ 1q ´ pλ P Zn. The
statement now follows.
Theorem 3.32. Let G1 and G2 be graphs with vertex set rns such that PG1 and PG2 are
reflexive. Then PBpG1,G2q is reflexive.
Proof. Consider the set Λ “ tpλ1, λ2q P ΛpPG1q ˆ ΛpPG2q | λ
1
n “ λ
2
nu. Let ai “ |tλ P Λ | htpλq “
iu| for 0 ď i ď 2n´ 2. Then we can write
ai “
iÿ
j“0
|tλ P Λ | htpλ1q “ j and htpλ2q “ i´ ju|
“
iÿ
j“0
|tλ P Λ | htpλ1q “ n´ 1´ j and htpλ2q “ n´ 1´ i` ju|
“ a2n´2´i,
3The existence of a bijection is clear from Theorem 2.3. This specific bijection will be used in later results.
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where the first equality follows by Lemma 3.31. Then ai “ a2n´2´i for each i, 0 ď i ă n. Let
bi “ |tλ `
1
2n
1 | λ P Λ,htpλq “ iu for i, 1 ď i ď 2n ´ 1. It is easy to see that bi “ ai´1. In
particular we have bi “ b2n´1´i for i, 1 ď i ă n` 1. Finally observe h
˚
i pPBpG1,G2qq “ ai ` bi for
0 ď i ď 2n´ 1 where we define a2n´2 :“ 0 and b0 :“ 0. Thus h
˚pPBpG1,G2qq is symmetric, which
shows PBpG1,G2q is reflexive.
Remark 3.33. (1) In [5, Thm. 3.14] the authors show the same result as Theorem 3.32 with
an additional natural sufficient condition on the second minors of the Laplacian matrix.
However, as Theorem 3.32 shows, no additional assumption is needed.
(2) If one bridges graphs with different vertex set, Theorem 3.32 may no longer be true. Indeed,
considerK3 andK6. Then the respective Laplacian simplices are reflexive. Yet, one computes
h˚pPBpK3,K6qq “ p1, 208, 1763, 7205, 12923, 9900, 2658, 333, 1q,
which in turn shows that that the Laplacian simplex associated to the bridge of K3 and K6
is not reflexive. However, graphs having the same vertex set is not necessary, as we will
see later on when we consider multiple bridging. Thus understanding the reflexivity of the
Laplacian of the bridge construction is yet to be understood.
Remark 3.34. The results in Theorems 3.30 and 3.32 generalize to the bridge of any number
of graphs with the same vertex set. Define B :“ BpG1, G2, . . . , Gkq be the bridge of k graphs
with V pBq “ rkns and EpGq “
Ťk
j“1EpGjq Y tmn,mn ` 1u
k´1
m“1. Observe each vertex is part
of at most one bridge, and the order of bridging matters. For instance PBpKn,Cn,Cnq is not
unimodularly equivalent to PBpCn,Kn,Cnq for n ě 4. The following is a straightforward extension
of previous results.
(1) ΛpPBq “
 
pλ1, λ2, . . . , λkq `
i
kn
1 P Qkn | i “ 0, 1, . . . , k ´ 1
(
where λj P ΛpPGj q for each j P
rks such that pλℓqn “ pλℓ`1q1 for each ℓ P rk ´ 1s.
(2) If PGj is reflexive for each j P rks, then PB is reflexive.
4 Linear Codes Associated to Laplacian Simplices
In this section we analyze asymptotic behavior of families of linear codes associated to families
of Laplacian simplices. Ultimately we focus on simple connected graphs with n “ p number of
vertices that yield reflexive PG. Before jumping to specific families we point out some general
considerations.
Remark 4.1. (1) Let PG and PG1 be two unimodularly equivalent Laplacian simplices. Then
by Remark 3.8 we have CpPGq “ CpPG1q.
(2) By Theorem 3.5(3) we have 1 P CpPGq for any Laplacian simplex PG. As an extremal case,
CpPGq “ x1y iff G is a tree; see also [5, Prop. 4.1]. In particular, any tree on a fixed vertex
set has the same associated PG up to unimodular equivalence.
Let G, G1 be two simple connected graphs on n vertices. Then G, G1 are isomorphic if
there exists a permutation σ P Sn such that i P V pGq iff σpiq P V pG
1q and pi, jq P EpGq iff
pσpiq, σpjqq P EpG1q. It is well known that G, G1 are isomorphic iff there exists a permutation
matrix P such that LG1 “ P
TLGP . Assume that the nonzero entry of the n
th column of P is in
row i. Then it is easy to verify that LG1pnq “ P
TLGpiqP pi | nq. Note that P pi | nq P GLn´1pZq,
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and thus multiplying on the right doesn’t affect CpPGq thanks to Remark 4.1(1). On the other
hand, multiplying on the left with PT permutes the vertices of PG. Making use of Remark 4.1(1)
one more time we obtain the following.
Theorem 4.2. If two simple connected graphs G, G1 are isomorphic, then CpPGq, CpPG1q are
permutation equivalent.
Remark 4.3. The converse of Theorem 4.2 does not hold. Indeed, as pointed out in in Remark
4.1, CpPTnq “ x1y for any tree on n vertices. Yet, clearly, there exists non-isomorphic trees (for
n ě 4).
Recall from [5] the characterization of fundamental parallelepiped points for Laplacian sim-
plices associated to odd cycles.
Theorem 4.4 ([5, Thm. 5.9]). For odd n ě 3, the lattice points in ΠpPCnq are of the form
rα1` βp0, 1, . . . , n´ 1qs mod n
n
¨ rLCnpnq | 1s (4.1)
for integers 0 ď α, β ď n´ 1.
Remark 4.5. Let n ě 5 be odd and consider the cycle Cn. It follows by (4.1) that C :“ CpPCnq
is the linear code generated by 1 :“ p1, . . . , 1q and x :“ p0, 1, . . . , n´ 1q. It is easy to see
that C is cyclic and distpCq “ n ´ 1. Since |C| “ |ΛpPCnq| “ n
2 we have that C is (trivially)
MDS. Moreover, ratepCq “ 2{n, and thus linear codes associated to cycles of odd length n are
asymptotically bad. Now consider n ě 5 prime. Since 1 ¨ x ” 0 mod n and x ¨ x ” 0 mod n, it
follows that C Ă CK.
Theorem 4.6 ([5, Thm. 6.6]). For n ě 3, the Laplacian simplex associated to the complete
graph PKn is reflexive. Moreover
ΛpPKnq “
#
x
n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇx P Zn, 0 ď xi ă n, nÿ
i“1
xi ” 0 mod n
+
. (4.2)
Remark 4.7. It follows by (4.2) that
C :“ CpPKnq “
#
x P Znn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
xi “ 0
+
. (4.3)
Similar to the odd cycle case, we see that C is cyclic. It is also easy to see that distpCq “ 2.
Next, |C| “ |ΛpPKnq| “ n
n´1. It follows that C is again (trivially) MDS. Though linear codes
associated to complete graphs have a high (maximal) rate, ratepCq “ pn ´ 1q{n, the family is
asymptotically bad because distpCq “ 2. Thanks to Remark 4.1(2) and (4.3) we have CK Ă C.
By Remark 2.5 it follows that |CK| “ n. In particular, CK “ x1y “ CpPTnq where Tn is a tree on
n vertices.
Theorem 4.8. For n ě 3, the dual of the Laplacian simplex associated to a complete graph is
unimodularly equivalent to the Laplacian simplex associated to a tree, that is,
P
_
Kn
– PTn
where Tn is any tree on n vertices.
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Proof. The claim is that the hyperplane description is PKn “ tx P R
n´1 | r´In´1 | 1s
TxT ď 1u.
Using the vertex description of PKn found (3.9), observe r´In´1 | 1s
T ¨ LKnpnq
T “ Jn ´ nIn.
By Remark 2.1, this shows the claim. Then the vertex description of P
_
Kn
is r´In´1 | 1s
T, see
Remark 2.2. Let S be the star graph with vertex set rns and |EpSq| “ n; specifically, degn “ n´1
and deg i “ 1 for all i P rn´1s. Observe that r´In´1 | 1s
T ¨´In´1 “ rIn´1 | ´1s
T is the Laplacian
matrix of the graph S with the nth column removed. This shows P
_
Kn
is unimodularly equivalent
to PS . Since all trees have unimodularly equivalent Laplacian simplices, the result follows.
Now we shift our focus to graphs with a prime number of vertices whose Laplacian simplex
is reflexive. In this case, we use the dimension of the associated code to classify the number of
spanning trees of such a graph.
Remark 4.9. Let PG be a reflexive Laplacian simplex where G is a simple connected graph
with a prime number of vertices p. Then CpPGq Ď Z
p
p is a vector space, say of dimension k. Then
|CpPGq| “ p
k. On the other hand |CpPGq| “ p ¨ τpGq. It follows that τpGq “ p
k´1. To conclude,
the number of spanning trees of a simple connected graph on p vertices whose Laplacian simplex
is reflexive is a power of p; moreover, that power is precisely one less than the dimension of the
associated linear code.
Theorem 4.10. Let p “ 2n ` 1 be a prime and consider W˚pKnq as in Definition 3.23. Then
C :“ CpPW˚pKnqq is MDS.
Proof. Note that Lemma 3.24 implies |C| “ pn, and thus dimpCq “ n. It follows that we need to
show distpCq “ n` 2. We do so by making use of Theorem 2.8, where all the (linear) algebra is
done over Zp. First, by reading off Theorem 3.27 we may find a generating matrix in standard
form. Indeed, C is the row space of following matrix nˆ p:
G “
¨˚
˚˝˚1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 n 2n ¨ ¨ ¨ 2n 2n´ 10 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 2n n ¨ ¨ ¨ 2n 2n´ 1
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 2n 2n ¨ ¨ ¨ n 2n´ 1
‹˛‹‹‚P Znˆpp .
loooooomoooooon
n
loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
n`1
(4.4)
The entries of G are in Zp where we have omitted the bar. As in Remark 4.1 we obtain the
parity-check matrix of C:
H “
¨˝
nIn ` Jn
In
2 ¨ 1
‚˛P Zpn`1qˆpp , (4.5)
where Jn is the matrix of all ones. Let hi be the i
th column of H. Then th1, . . . , hn`1u are
linearly independent over Zp since th1´h2, h1´h3, . . . , h1´hn`1u obviously are. Similarly, one
checks that every n`1 columns of H are linearly independent. In addition th1, . . . , hn`1, h2n`1u
are linearly dependent since h1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` hn`1 ´ h2n`1 “ 0. The statement now follows.
Corollary 4.11. Let pi be prime and put ni :“ ppi ´ 1q{2. The family tCpPW˚pKni qqu is
asymptotically good.
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Theorem 4.12. Let n be odd and let a ď b be any natural numbers. Then there exists a family
of graphs tGnu such that the family tCpPGnqu has rate a{b.
Proof. Let Gn be the bridge of b´a copies of Cn and a copies of Kn. It follows by Remark 3.34
that PGn is reflexive. We claim that the family tCpPGnqu has the desired rate. Note first that Gn
has bn vertices and thus CpPGnq Ď Z
bn
bn. Next, we have mentioned that the number of spanning
of the bridge equals the product of the number of the spanning trees of each component graph.
Recall also that τpCnq “ n and τpKnq “ n
n´2. Thus
|CpPGnq| “ pbnqpτpGnqq “ pbnqpτpCnqq
b´apτpKnqq
a “ bnapn´3q`b`1.
We now compute
lim
nÑ8
ratepCpPGnqq “ lim
nÑ8
logbn |CpPGnq|
bn
“ lim
nÑ8
logbn bn
apn´3q`b`1
bn
“
a
b
,
which in turn yields the claim.
5 Conclusions and Future Research
We extended the work of [5] and focused on families of graphs that yield reflexive Laplacian sim-
plices. We found the vertex description of the dual of a Laplacian simplex. As a consequence,
this allowed us to classify reflexive Laplacian simplices in terms of the cofactor matrix of the
Laplacian matrix and the number of spanning trees; see Corollary 3.10. In addition, we consid-
ered graph operations that preserve reflexivity. We followed the line of [3] by studying the group
of lattice points in the fundamental parallelepiped of a simplex. In this way we associated to a
reflexive Laplacian simplex a linear code of length n over the integer residue ring Zn :“ Z{nZ
where n is the number of vertices of the graph with which we started. We paid special attention
to the case n “ p being a prime and studied the minimum distance, dimension, and asymp-
totic behaviors of associated linear codes. In particular, we constructed an asymptotically good
family of linear codes; see Corollary 4.11.
A natural topic to investigate further is how a graph structure affects the equivalence class
of the Laplacian simplex. All trees on n vertices yield Laplacian simplices in the same equiv-
alence class. Consequently, graphs enhanced by attaching different trees with the same vertex
set produce equivalent Laplacian simplices. Another graphical operation which preserves the
equivalence class of the associated Laplacian simplex is found [5, Prop. 3.10].
Problem 5.1. Which simplices in the equivalence class of PG can be realized as Laplacian
simplices? How are the underlying graphs related?
Typically, the dual of a Laplacian simplex is not a Laplacian simplex. The only known
instance is P
_
Kn
– PTn , as recorded in Theorem 4.8. This rare behavior prohibits us from
associating a linear code to the dual of a reflexive Laplacian simplex; see also Theorem 3.14.
Problem 5.2. Classify graphs G for which PG is reflexive and P
_
G is Laplacian simplex.
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Let C denote the cofactor matrix of rLGpnq | 1s for reflexive PG. Note that by Theorem 3.9,
the above is equivalent to the statement ´1
τ
Cpnq is unimodularly equivalent to the Laplacian
matrix of some graph on n vertices.
Unimodality of the h˚-vector of a Laplacian simplex remains quite mysterious. Simple
connected graphs with at most eight vertices yield Laplacian simplices with unimodal h˚-vector.
Here we present a graph with nine vertices for which the associated Laplacian simplex is reflexive
with a nonunimodal h˚-vector. Let G :“ BpC3, T6q be the bridge of the cycle with three vertices
and any tree with six vertices. Then one computes
h˚pPGq “ p1, 3, 3, 5, 3, 5, 3, 3, 1q,
which in turns says PG is reflexive, and yet, h
˚pPGq is not unimodal. One can verify the lattice
point p1,´1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3q P ΠpPGq cannot be written as a linear combination of the three lat-
tice points in ΠpPGq at height 1, which have the form p0, 0,0, 1q, p1, 0,0, 1q, and p0, 1,0, 1q where
0 “ p0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0q. This shows PG is not IDP, and consequently, PG is not a counterexample to
the long standing conjecture found in [19].
Problem 5.3. Classify graphs G for which h˚pPGq is not unimodal. Moreover, do there exist
families of graphs tGiu for which PG is reflexive and h
˚pPGq is not unimodal?
In Section 4 we focus on graphs with a prime number of vertices for which PG is reflexive.
As one will note, all the linear codes considered were MDS. This case is facilitated by the fact
that the number of spanning trees of a graph G for which PG is reflexive is a prime power;
see Remark 4.9. When the number of vertices n is not prime, the number of spanning trees is
unknown. We formulate the following.
Conjecture 5.4. Let G be a graph with a prime number of vertices such that PG is reflexive.
Then CpPGq is MDS.
Problem 5.5. Let tGiu be a family of graphs on ni vertices such that PGi is reflexive. Assume
there exists a polynomial ppxq with integer coefficients such that τpGiq “ n
ppniq
i . Is CpPGiq
MDS?
In Remark 4.5 we saw that codes associated to prime cycles are self-orthogonal. In Re-
mark 4.7 we saw that codes associated to complete graphs contain their dual. Whereas codes
associated to PW˚pGq satisfy neither of the above.
Problem 5.6. Does there exist a simple connected graph for which PG is reflexive and CpPGq
is self-dual?
Note that graphs satisfying the above must have an even number of vertices, 2n, and p2nqn´1
spanning trees. The smallest simple connected graph that satisfies this is the complete bipartite
graph on four vertices K2,2; however, PK2,2 is not reflexive. A computer search shows that all
the graphs with at most eight vertices that satisfy the above numerical conditions also do not
yield reflexive Laplacian simplices.
We end the paper with a promising (in our view) future direction. Recall equation (2.6).
Clearly, the left-hand-side encodes information about the h˚-vector of a simplex. The right-
hand-side encodes the (Hamming) weight distribution of codewords. It is well-known that the
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weight distribution of the codewords of the dual is completely determined by the MacWilliams
identity [12, 14]. Since the association of linear codes and reflexive Laplacian simplices is also
duality-preserving (Theorem 3.14), we formulate the following.
Problem 5.7. Can one use the MacWilliams identity to better understand the h˚-vector of the
dual of a reflexive Laplacian simplex?
Making use of Remark 3.16 it is easy to see that the question above can be asked for any
lattice simplex.
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